APPROACH 1: Prioritize certain types of recreational land use

Proposals suggested by participants:
1. Limit group sizes
2. Prohibit disturbances in sensitive areas such as the Mexican spotted owl habitat
3. Limit mechanized or motorized activities as these cause safety concerns for those not using such equipment

APPROACH 2: Limit or expand certain types of recreational land use

1. The Forest Service is not as concerned with establishing trails as it is with maintaining them.
2. How people use public lands often depends on how familiar those people are with the area. Flagstaff residents, second home owners, and tourists seem to use the land differently.
3. Though there are penalties for individuals who build trails, once established, there are not penalties for using those trails.

APPROACH 3: Human-centered or biocentric values

Human health requires a certain level of environmental health. Though participants favored biocentric values in name, most justifications gave reasons in favor of supporting human wellbeing.